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Abstract. Occasionally, it is necessary to split aggregated fertility data into a fine grid of ages. In
this technical report, we present an application of the quadratic optimization (QO) method for
splitting abridged fertility data. The QO approach allows us to split not only age-specific fertility
rates, but also birth counts in cases in which population exposures are available. Unlike the existing
methods, the QO algorithm simultaneously satisfies five criteria of the ‘ideal’ disaggregation
method: 1) shape – the estimated fertility curves should be plausible and smooth; 2) fit – the
predicted values should be as close as possible to the observed values; 3) non-negativity – only
positive values should be returned for the birth-order data; 4) balance – the estimated five-year age
group totals should match the input data; and 5) parity – the balance by parity must be maintained.
The examples provided in this report demonstrate the simplicity, flexibility, and high degree of
effectiveness of the proposed technique.
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1.Background
The challenge of having to split aggregated fertility data into single years of age is often
encountered by demographers. To tackle this problem, several reasonably effective disaggregation
methods have been developed and tested (McNeil et. 1975; Smith, Hyndman, Wood, 2004; Liu, et
al. 2011; Schmertmann 2012; Jasilioniene et al. 2012, Grigoriev and Jdanov, 2015). The need for
disaggregation tends to arise when demographers are using historical data or data from developing
countries that do not have functioning systems of vital registration. Splitting is often required for the
purposes of data harmonization; i.e., for ensuring that the data are comparable across time and
countries. The issue of splitting is particularly relevant in discussions about the maintenance of
large international databases such as the Human Fertility Database (http://www.humanfertility.org)
and the Human Fertility Collection (http://www.fertilitydata.org). Currently, the HFD has its own
splitting protocol, the HFD method (Jasilioniene et al. 2012); while the HFC uses the Calibrated
Spline (CS) estimator (Schmertmann, 2012) to disaggregate age-specific fertility rates (Grigorieva
et al. 2015). Both methods work reasonably well, but they also have certain disadvantages (see
Grigoriev et al. 2018). These challenges motivated us to develop a new method that can be
universally applied to both the high-quality HFD data and the heterogeneous and noisy HFC data.
Our new method simultaneously satisfies the following criteria:
1) Shape - the estimated fertility curves should be plausible and smooth;
2) Fit – the predicted values should be as close as possible to the observed values;
3) Non-negativity – only positive values should be returned;
4) Balance – the estimated five-year age group totals should match the input data; and
5) Parity – the balance by parity must be maintained.
To our knowledge, none of the existing methods fully meets the first four criteria, and no attempt
has been made to extend the restrictions to criterion (5).

2. Description of the algorithm
The problem of splitting aggregated fertility data into single years of age is formulated as the
reconstruction of a smooth curve, which satisfies criteria (1-5). The smoothness of the
disaggregated age-specific fertility rates (ASFR) is determined by the quadratic function, which
equals the sum of the squares of the second order divided differences for the ASFR, which have to
be as small as possible. In this way, the problem of splitting aggregated fertility data is reduced to
the problem of quadratic optimization under a set of linear constraints derived from criteria (2-5).
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Mathematically, the quadratic optimization problem for the age-specific fertility rate calculation can
be formulated as
2

F × fr
subject to G × fr − b = 0 ,
frj ≥ 0 , j=1,...,n.

Minimize

criterion (1)
criterion (4)
criterion (3)

Here, n is the number of years for which the age-specific fertility rate is calculated,
vector of the one-year ASFR values,

fr is the

F is the (n – 2) ˣ n matrix for the calculation of the second-

order divided differences, b is the vector of the observed number of births by m five-year age
groups, and G is the m ˣ n matrix of the number of women exposed to a birth event at a
specific age in a specific five-year age group.
The quadratic optimization problem takes on a more complex form when both age- and parityspecific fertility rates have to be estimated. That is,

minimize
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F × fr + ∑ F × fr p
2

2

criterion (1)

p =1

subject to

G × fr − b = 0

criterion (4)

G p × fr p − b p = 0

p=1,...,5

criterion (4)

j=1,...,n

criterion (5)

fr j ≥ 0

j=1,...,n,

criterion (3)

frjp ≥ 0

j=1,...,n,

p=1,...,5 criterion (3)
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E j frj − ∑ E jp × frjp = 0
p =1

fr p are - the vectors of one-year ASFRs by parities 1,2,3,4, and 5+;

The new notations

b p - the vectors of the observed number of births by m five-year age groups and by parities
1,2,3,4, and 5+;

-

matrixes of the number of women exposed to births at a specific age

in a specific five-year age group and parities 1,2,3,4, and 5+; E - the number of women in the j-th
j
one-year age group exposed to births; and E jp - the number of women in the j-th one-year age
group who had already given birth to p-1 children. In the case of unconditional estimates for the
age-specific fertility rate, all of the

Gp

matrixes are equal to the G matrix, and the vectors

E and E p are the rows of the G matrix.
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3. Requirements
The scripts were tested using R version 3.1. The application of the QO method requires the use of
the ‘quadprog’ package, which must be installed from a standard R repository (CRAN).

4.Usage
The .zip file included in the technical report contains R scripts and the data files used in the
examples. R functions QOSplit.R and QOSplitPar.R have to be loaded into an R environment using
the source command. A description of these functions is provided below.

4.1. R functions
4.1.1. QOSplit.R()
This function splits the aggregated age-specific fertility rates (ASFRs) into single years of age using
the quadratic optimization procedure.
Usage: QOSplit (Fx ,L, AgeInt)
The arguments are as follows:
Fx – the vector of the aggregated ASFRs to be split into single ages;
L – the vector containing the lower limits of the age intervals (e.g., L=10 for age interval 10-14); and
AgeInt - the vector containing the length of the age intervals.
All of the arguments should have the same length.
Example: QOSplit (Fx= c(0.00008, 0.02655, 0.10538, 0.09983, 0.05105, 0.01904, 0.00359,
0.00033, 0.00000), L=seq(10,50,5), AgeInt=rep (5,9))
QOSplit.R returns the data frame in the following format:
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By default, the minimum and the maximum ages (here, 10 and 54) in the output correspond to the
minimum and the maximum ages of the first (10-14) and the last (50-54) age intervals in the input
data.

4.1.2. QOSplitPar.R()
This function splits the aggregated age- and parity-specific fertility data (either rates or births
counts) into single years of age using a quadratic optimization procedure. In cases in which the
population exposures by single year of age are not available, the function can only return the
ASFRs.
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Usage: QOSplitPar<-function(CY,Fx,Pop5,Pop1=NULL, L, AgeInt, Rates=TRUE)
The arguments are as follows:
CY – the country-year string (e.g., “AUT1984”);
Fx – the data frame containing the aggregated birth counts to be split;
Pop5 – the vector of the population exposures (aggregated): length(Pop5)=length(Fx);
Pop1

–

the

vector

of

the

population

exposures

by

single

year

of

age:

length(Pop1)=length(AgeOutput) (Note: By default, the Pop1=NULL – data are not available.);
L – the vector containing the lower limits of the age intervals (e.g., L=10 for the age interval 10-14)
AgeInt - the vector containing the length of the age intervals; and
Rates – in response to the question of whether rates or birth counts should be returned,
Rates=FALSE - birth counts should be returned, and otherwise rates should be returned (Note: By
default, Rates=TRUE because Pop1=NULL).
Example:
QOSplitPar(CY=”FIN2004”,Fx=d5[,5:10],Pop5=d5$Exposure,Pop1=NULL,
L=d5$Age,AgeInt=d5$AgeInt,Rates=TRUE)
QOSplitPar.R returns the data frame in the following format:
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Columns ASFR0, ASFR1, ASFR2, ASFR3, ASFR4, and ASFR5P refer to the total (0) age-specific
fertility rate, and to the ASFRs by parities 1,2,3,4, and 5+, respectively. Variable Diff indicates a
small difference between ASFR0 and the sum of ASFR1–ASFR5P.
The output containing birth counts has the same structure.
QOSplitPar(CY=”FIN2004”,Fx=d5[,5:10],Pop5=d5$Exposure,Pop1=d1$Exposure,
L=d5$Age,AgeInt=d5$AgeInt,Rates=FALSE)
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4.2. Format of the input data
The input data appear in the form of .csv (comma separated values) files, with the first line
containing the variable names (header). Five data files are used in the examples:
•

‘HFD abridged data 7 groups.csv’,

•

‘HFD abridged data 9 groups.csv’,

•

‘HFD abridged data 7 groups BO.csv’,

•

‘HFD abridged data 9 groups BO.csv’, and

•

‘BirthsExposASFR1x1_BO.csv’.
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Files (1) and (2) refer to the input data with seven and nine age groups, respectively. These files
have to be used by QOSplit.R.
Fragment of ‘HFD abridged data 7 groups.csv’:

Fragment of ‘HFD abridged data 9 groups.csv’:

Note: For testing purposes, these data files include more variables than are actually needed. Only
four variables are used by function QOSplit.R: Age, CountryYear, ASFR, and AgeInt.
Files (3) and (4) refer to the parity-specific fertility data aggregated into seven and nine age groups.
These files have to be used by QOSplitPar.R
Fragment of ‘HFD abridged data 7 groups BO.csv’:
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Fragment of ‘HFD abridged data 9 groups BO.csv’:
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Note: For testing purposes, these data files include more variables than are actually needed. The
following variables are used by function QOSplitPar.R: Age, CountryYear, B0, B1, B2, B3, B4, B5p,
Exposure, and AgeInt.
Both of the BO files were generated from the original birth counts and the population exposures by
single year of age (‘BirthsExposASFR1x1_BO.csv’). This file provides the information on the
population exposures (argument Pop1 of the function QOSplitPar.R). Additionally, this file contains
the original fertility estimates we used to assess the model fit.
Fragment of ‘BirthsExposASFR1x1_BO.csv’:
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5. Examples
The R scripts ExamplesQOSplit.R and ExamplesQOSplitPar.R included in the .zip file contain
various examples in which the functions QOSplit and QOSplitPar are used. As the scripts are
accompanied by detailed comments, even inexperienced R users should find the QO method fairly
simple to use.
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